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Abstract. The L-shell internal excitation accompanying L-capture has been treated
relativisticaUy by the use of hydrogenic wave functions. Numerical calculations for
the nuclides 8TAr, 55Fe, 7¢Ge, lSlCs, lSTTb, 16°Er, l~gTa and xgsPt have been performed
for the first-time. The present calculations show that double L~-hole production
probability decreases with increasing atomic number and it is almost independent of
transition energy for a particular shell. Possible experiments to detect this phenomenon in atoms for wbich K-K processes are energetically forbidden are discussed
briefly.
Keywords. Internal excitation; internal ionisation; K-capture; L-capture; double
hole production.
1. Introduction

The process in which an atomic electron is excited during nuclear radioactive decay
by capture o f an orbital electron is known as a type o f internal excitation. The first
theoretical study o f the process where the atom is excited during electron capture
was made by Primakoff and Porter (1953). They used non-relativistic variational
wave functions for the two electrons in the parent atom and obtained expressions for
the double K-hole production probability. Recently internal excitation and ionisation accompanying K-capture has been investigated by M u k o y a m a e t a l (1973)
using relativistic hydrogenic wave functions. Mukoyama and Shimizu (1974) calculated Lrshell contributions to internal ionisation accompanying K- and L r e l e c t r o n
capture. To date no theoretical work has been reported for Lrshell contributions
to internal excitation accompanying electron capture using relativistic hydrogenic
wave functions.
In the present work, we report a more accurate relativistic treatment of the internal excitation o f Lrshell electrons accompanying L r c a p t u r e , using an exact matrix
element obtained from relativistic hydrogenic wave functions without any approximation. We have calculated both double K-hole and double L,-hole production
probabilities in typical nuclei and the double K-hole production probability o f this
work has been compared with earlier theoretical work and experimental measurements to test the consistency o f present formalism.
2. General formulation

The transition probability o f an orbital electron which is initially in the state
~b~ (Z, Lt), making a transition to a final state ~t (Z', n) during the capture o f
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another orbital electron ~b'(Z, L,)
(/1 = m = c = I) as

is expressed

in terms of natural units

oJ = 2~r I (d/s (Z', n) $r el(N) IH/3[ ~b, (h0 ~, (Z, L,) ~' (Z, L,))[ 2 p (v, e), (1)
where 5b~(N) and ~bf(N) are the initial and final nuclear wave functions, ~bv is the
neutrino wave function, H# is the weak interaction Hamiltonian and p (v, e) is the
density of final states. Separation of atomic and nuclear parts of equation (1) gives

oJ = 2-] (~bv ~b~,(N) I H a l ~b, (N) $' (Z, L,))]"
× I (tkl (Z', n) I ~b, (Z, L,)) Iz p (v, e).

(2)

Here the first factor represents the nuclear matrix element part and the second factor
represents atomic matrix dement which is the overlap of the electron wave functions
between initial and final states. The energy balance of electron capture decay is
expressed, for equation (2) as

M, -{- 2(1 -- BL, ) = Ms + qv ~' (1 -- Bn),

(3)

where M~ and M¢ are the nuclear masses (in units of energy) in initial and final
states, BLt and Bn are the binding energies of the electron in L~ and n state of the
daughter atom and q, is the energy carried offby the neutrino. In calculating electron
transition probabilities for L~ and higher shell electrons the atomic wave function
overlap is usually neglected. As we are interested in L,-shell internal excitation
accompanying L,-capture, the probability for L,-dectron capture is given by

COL, = *r-1G"g~L,(R) I MN t2 S(Wo)I~o,

(4)

where the quantity G denotes the strength of the weak interaction, g L (R) is the
density of L~-electron at nuclear surface, M N is the energy independent nuclear part
of the matrix element, and S(W0) is the energy-dependent shape factor of the nuclear
matrix element. The transition energy Wo is
wo = M , -- Ms - BL, + 1.

(5)

Analogous to equation (4), the transition probability of the Li-shell electron to the
(ns) state of the daughter atom during L,-capture is given by

tOL,n = ¢r-IG2g~,(R) I MN iz S(Wp)W2v I ML, n [2.

(6)

Here, W, = Wo -- BL, q-- B, is the energy available to the neutrino, and
Mr,,,

= (¢, (z', n) I ¢, (z, L,))

is the atomic wave function overlap of the L, state of the parent with the (ns) state
of the daughter. From equations (4) and (6), the probability per L~-electron cap-
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ture that the remaining Lrelectron in the parent atom undergoes a transition to the
(ns) state of the daughter is

PL,n =- WL,n/WL, --=-(W~'/Wo)Z [S(Wv)/S(Wo)] I nL,n [2

(7)

Let n" be the highest occupied state of the parent atom; then the internal excitation
probability per L¢capture is

eL,..

(8)

The completeness theorem states that

l = ~l, lO0] eli n -~-Pej,

(9)

where Pej represents total ionisation probability per Lrcapture. The probability
for the double hole production in the Leshell of the daughter atom is
nu

P(2) = P,x q- e~j = 1 -. ~ n = l

eL,n

(10)

In accordance with Primakoff and Porter 0953) P(2) is expressed in terms of PL~L,;
the probability that the uncaptured Leelectron still remains in the Lrshell of the
daughter, as
P(2) = ~(1 -- PL,L,),

(l l)

where ~ accounts for the occupied states of the daughter atom excluded by the Pauli
principle.

3. Atomic matrix element for Lrshell internal excitation

The atomic matrix element of the uncaptured Lrshell electron in the parent atom
making a transition to the (ns) state of the daughter atom is expressed as

ML, n = (~b, (Z', n) [4', (Z, L,)),

(12)

where ~bI (Z, L,) and ~bs (Z', n) represent respectively, the wave functions of the electron
in the parent atom and daughter atom.
The Lrshell coulomb wave functions of the parent atom can be written as

=(g-'

r)

\if-1

(¢1, F) Xlp" ( ~ ) ]

fi - - ~ ½'

(13)

where X~ (5) is the spin-angular function and the radial wave functions g-1 (~1 r) and
f - t (~, r) are

g = N ( I + W ' ) 1/z r e-x exp (--)~'r) (Co q-- C1 r),
f : : -- N (1
P.--3

-

-

W ' ) 1/$ r r-1 exp (--)t'r) (a s q- a z r).

(14)
(15)
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Equations (14) and (15) represent the most general wave function for different shells,
the respective factors like N, Co, Ci, ao, ai, A', W', etc. are explicitly given by Rose
(1961).
The daughter atom wave function is given by (Rose 1961),

(r)

The radial wave functions g(]) and f
g(~)(r)=

F ((2h5)i/2
2,+lj

(16)

(;)/.

~b~,(Z', n) = ~i f(nl) (r)

(_~) are

[ F(2v'+n'+

1)(1 + W)] 1/~

× (2~r)V'-1 exp (--hr) [-- n' F (-- n' + 1, 2 ¢ + 1, 2~)
- - (K - - ~'/;0 F ( - - n', 2 ¢ %- 1, 2hr)],

(17a)

(2)t5)i/2 [ F(2V' + n' -~- 1) (1 -- W)] 112
n ~ g(~" ----~-K)

f(_])(r) = -- I ' ( 2 ¢ + 1 ) [

× (2~r)¢-1 exp ( - - ~r) [n'F ( -- n' + 1, 2 ¢ + 1, 2~r)
- - ( K - - ~'[A) F ( - - n', 2 ¢ + 1, 2~r)],

where

(17b)

v,~ =: K 2 _ ~,2, ~, : aZ', ~2 : 1 -- W 2,

W = (n' + ?')/[(n' + ¢)2 %_ ~,2]a/2.
Here a- is the fine structure constant, F(a, b, e) the confluent hypergeometric function,
n' the radial quantum number, and K corresponds to the degenerate levels with same
n and 1, given by
K = Jt + ½

and

K = --j~ - - ½

(jr-----l--½, j s = l q-~).
Using these initial and final electron wave functions, the overlap integral can be
oxpressed as

<~z(Z',n)I~,(Z, LD> = f r2 dr [ g ~ (r)

g-1 (~,r)%_f'~(r)f_ 1 (~, r)].

0

(18)

These radial integrals were solved by employing a method parallel to the one used by
Jaeger et al (1935). Hence ML,n becomes,
2C--1/2 Ay'+3/2 r(v+V+l)
M L W = (h%_A,)v+~/+ 1 U(2¢%_1)

N [F(_2y'+n'+l)]l/2
Ln'! ~'(~'--AK)I

× In'(--Ai Co+As ao) Fa--(K--~'/A) (A i Co+As ao) Fs
+ (~'+~"+(X+a'1)
) [n'(--A~CI+A~aa) F3--(K--~'/A) (AtCI+A2aO F j _1
(19)
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where

Ax = [(1 + W) 1/~ (1 + W')l/z],
A~ = [(I-- W) 1/~ (1 -- W')l/~].

and

Fx=F(~,+'/+I,

--n'+l,

2~,'+1,

2,V(,X+A')),

Fz=F(v+~/+I,

--n',

2y'+l,

2A/(A+A')),

G=F(~,+~/+2,

--n'+l,

2e'+l,

2A/(;~+X')),

Fa=F(y+y'+2,

--n',

2y'+l,

2A/(A+A')).

A typical matrix element for the L~-electron remaining in the Li-shell of the daughter
atom may be written with the help of equation (19) as
2~, + y' - 3/2 A},'+ 3/2 ~, + 1/2 F (y + Y' q- 1)

ML, L , :
x[

C~ + i (j~ + ~t,)y+ y'+ 1

r ( 2 y ' + 1)

F(2~/+2)(2y
+ 1)"l'"
F (2 y + 1) (C o q- 1) ~'(~' + ~)J

x ( P + Q) F ( y + V '

(,+, +,)

{
( P - - {2) q- (1 + ~'/A)

+ 1,--1,2y' + 1,2A/(A+A'))

a + a'

x (R+S)
where

F(3,+y'+2,

- - 1 , 2 y ' q - 1, 2A/(A+A')]

(20)

P = (1 -- W) 1/9~ (2 -- Co)1/~ (C o + 2), Q = (1 + BOx/' (2 + Co)x/~ Co,
R = P/C o + 2 ,

S = R / C o.

Similar expressions may be obtained for L~ and/_,n-shell electrons.

4. Numerical results and discussion

In order to account for the effects Of coulomb interaction and spatial correlation of
the electrons, the nuclear charge Z in the hydrogenie wave functions was replaced
by an appropriate effective nuclear charge Zeff = Z -- a, where a is known as the
screening number. Froese (1972) has tabulated the values of cr for different nuclei
and these were used to obtain the Z dependence of ~ for the nuclides of interest.
Considering a hole in the daughter atom due to electron capture, the screening
number was calculated using the relation ac---(a~/a~) a, where a~ is the Slater's (1930)
screening constant with a hole in L~-shell, as is that of the ordinary atom and a is
the screening number as calculated above. The difference of effective nuclear
• charge between parent and daughter atom (without a hole in L~-shell) calculated by
__Muk0yama and Shimizu (1974) is almost constant, ranging from 0-97 to 0.98 for all
L-subshells for nuclides ~Fe, rtGe, islCs and l~Er. It is interesting to note that the
difference of effective nuclear charge calculated in this work for nuclides SVAr, SSFe,
~lGe ' m C s ' xsrrb, XeSEr, 179Ta and x~Pt is also almost constant ranging from 0-988
to 0.989 for all L-subshells.
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W e have calculated double hole production probabilities per K- and Li electron
capture for nuclides aTAr, 55Fe, 71Ge, 131Cs, a n d XeSEr as double K hole production
probabilities for these nuclides are known experimentally. In the case o f 157Tb,
17~I'a a n d laspt nuclides only double Li-hole production probabilities have been
obtained, because double K-hole production probabilities for these nuclides have
n o t been measured previously. F o r all these calculations the factor ~ in equation
(11) was t a k e n to be 2/3 and La capture was considered to be negligible. All these
calculations were performed with the aid of a computer. The nuclear parameters
used for these nuclides were taken f r o m Leaderer e t a l (1967). The probabilities
P (2) f o u n d in the present numerical calculations are summarised in table 1. F o r
c o m p a r i s o n b o t h theoretical and experimental probabilities per K-capture o f the
double K-hole production are also given for five nuclides (3TAr, 55Fe, 71Ge, 131Cs and
l~SEr).
The presently calculated double K-hole production probabilities for the above
mentioned five nuclei compares reasonably with the theoretically calculated values
of M u k o y a m a e t a l (1973) and experimental measurements (given in table 1 with
references). This fact suggests that our results are consistent with the earlier work.
Table 1. Double hole production probabiilites per K and Ll capture.
Nuclide
37At

Transition
energy keV
814

Shell

Theoretical, 10~ p(2)
Present Work
TM(a)

K

31-69
364.44
180"52
14"51
144.44
69.37
11.03

Experimental
105 p(2)

23.0

444-8 0~)
374-9 (c)

15-8

144-2 (d)

8.85

13.34-1"4 (e)
13=t=8
(f)

~Fe

231

nGc

235

LI
L2
K
L1
L2
K

381

L1
L2
K

89"53
42-35
4-24

1"79

5-10:t:1"0
2-5-t-0.2 (~)

370

L1
L2
K

27.68
15.34
1"39

1.09

1-5-4-0"4 0a)
0.674-0"39 (i)

L1
L2
LI
L2
LI
L2
L1
L2

18-40
7-90
19-87
8-00
16.40
7-47
14.87
7.31

xslCs

leSEr

l~,Tb

60

l~s-ra

I00

19~pt

40

(a)
(b)
(e)
(g)

Tin refers to T Mukoyama et al (1973).
Lark and Perlman (1960). (c) Kiser and Johnston (1959). (d) Briand et al (1974).
Langevin et al (1957). (f) Oertzen (1964).
Daniel et al (1960). (h) Ryde et al (1963). (i) Nagy et at (1972).
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In some cases like aTAr and 181Gs, our P(2) values for K-shell differ as much as 30 ~.
from that of Mukoyama et al (1973). This is mainly due to the procedural variation
in obtaining ~ by Mukoyama et al (1973) and the present work.
The results show that Ll-internal excitation accompanying Li-capture could be
observed if the double Lrhole production probability is large because the L~-L~
process is almost of the same order of magnitude asthe K-K process which has
already been studied experimentally.
The double L~-hole production probability accompanying L~-electron capture
decreases with increasing atomic number. Unlike internal ionisation probability
accompanying electron capture which shows dependence on nuclear transition
energy, the double L~-hole production probability is found to be almost independent
of nuclear transition energy for a particular shell, because this process is mainly an
atomic phenomenon which does not affect nuclear energy.
In conclusion, the present results indicate that an experimental study on the L~-Lt
process should be possible because the double hole production probability for the
L~-L~ process is much greater than that of K-K process. The motivation for
doing experimental work in this field is not necessarily to check the calculated values,
but such experiments would aid the understanding of internal excitation of the atoms.
Especially the nuclides lS7Tb, l~aTa and xaJPt are most suitable for this purpose because the K-K processes are energetically forbidden. The experimental method
used for the study of the K-K process is still applicable to these nuclides namely
L-x-ray-L-x-ray coincidence experiments.
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